
STRATEGY FOR Week Commencing 29 June –  

‘June is bustin out all over’ was a song from the musical carousel. CLICK HERE A carousel 

by definition is a merry-go-round, as one at an amusement park not a million miles away 

from today’s casino stock market. June is historically regarded a poor performer for markets 

and despite recent exuberance looks like finishing in accordance with historic trends. One 

must always consider geo political factors that could affect the future as the recent surge of 

corona cases in the US and possible delay in US/China trade deal both tempering June’s 

recent exuberance and the possible downside end for June. Expect the unexpected is always a 

useful idiom and last week antics with Wirecard disclosing a €1.9bn (£1.7bn) hole in its 

accounts, with subsequently insolvency filing mean pain for the affected.  

A surge in government deficits to ease the economic impact of the corona crisis has led to an 

explosion of sovereign debt issuance and eye-popping projections for public debt increases at 

the country, state/provincial and local levels. As a consequence, debt-to-GDP ratios in 

Developed Markets (DM) are to match levels last seen during World War two and in 

Emerging Markets (EM) will reach their highest level in history, with several countries and 

municipalities within both facing intense financial strains. So whatever the future may hold 

one could well surmise that low/ negative interest rates are here to stay. One could not really 

envisage the large financial institutions [FED, BOE] allowing interest rates to return to prior 

levels with so must debt around. Countries are now so much filled to the rafters with 

sovereign debt, QE and debt issuance that the dam has busted. A debt moratorium is really 

only possible if the G20—including China, which is a huge creditor—declares it to be in the 

global interest. All aboard the carousel then!  

Last week the portfolio saw a -2.45% decline as the portfolio was in the main in retrograde 

motion. The highest decliner Omega Diagnostics saw a -8.90% where the bubble looks like 

having being burst from its recent sterling performance. Omega Diagnostics is beginning to 

look like a soap opera as it hunts for additional funding with new shares being offered at 

discounted value of 40p to existing shareholders. For interested participants on its future price 

direction one might like to view the recent corporate presentation to make up one own 

mind.  CLICK  HERE for an investor’s webcast Spirent Communications has also gone off 

the boil with a week for week decline of -4.75% with plateauing of price performance 

continues to frustrate. All UK shares in the portfolio were uninspiring last week as 

housebuilders Bellway and Redrow saw -3.80% declines. Iofina despite its +4.6% increase 

continues to languish in its own doldrums. Despite a recent resurgence I discarded Plueristem 

therapeutics calling time on the poor performer. To offset the loss incurred on PSTI, I sold 

my profitable Brexit trade Segro Plc to ensure that the portfolio remain balanced for a net 

profit differential. My approach in managing the portfolio was to keep the ship on course so 

that sometimes profitable shares are sold [with reluctance] to keep the equilibrium intact. I 

will be looking for available opportunities in the forthcoming weeks and may orient towards 

dividend payers for passive income. The Month of July is normally regarded as holding 

performer as the FTSE100 is normally strong relative to the S&P 500. July 4 is Independence 

day in the US and by coincidence,  Independence day in the UK where the engine of small 

business officially starts to open. Whether this enables the anticipated V shaped recovery in 

business activity to take place may well be influenced by consumer and investor sentiment as 

the brave take positions with contrarian thing. Where’s those tarot cards? Until next time. 
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